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Abstract:- The aim of the project is to design and analyse of an AC-DC-AC fly back convertor without the usage of bridge circuit. Comparison of basic bridge diode circuit, which the flyback rectifier with a bridgeless topology can solve the problems and is related to continuous conduction losses display in the primary side and also increase the efficiency of bridge diode circuits. The proposed flyback inverter is operated in continuous conduction Modes with less peak current and better efficiencies. The comparative study of the proposed circuit with conventional circuit having AC-DC-AC converter is presented the simulation of proposed converter is implemented using MATLAB Simulink.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fly back converter is an important which it compared with other converter which generates controlled adjustable DC Voltage levels. In addition to have more advantages like low cast, better efficiency Galvanic Isolation, etc. It also regulated the power factor correction and the converter line current harmonics.

In an converter which has to improve the efficiency of flyback topology is active clamping the capacitor and main switch on primary side, which it performs as snubber. It also to reduce the peak over shoot of the system. So the efficiency gets improved. Here the snubber LC is used, which it reduces the value of snubber and performs its maximum efficiency.

In another method of efficiency improvement to use of soft switching which it reduce the switching loss. When compared with conventional method a bridgeless concept can be more efficient AC-DC-AC conversion. The boost and flyback converter based bridge circuit leads to conduction losses, and harmonics. In bridge less concept removes the bridge diodes on input side to neglect the conduction losses. This paper presents AC-AC converter, which the flyback rectifier and flyback Inverter without usage of bridge circuit for the economic and efficiency.

Fig.1 Block Diagram of Bridgeless AC-DC-AC Flyback Converter.

II. BRIDGELESS FLYBACK RECTIFIER

Fig.2 shows the circuit design for bridgeless flyback rectifier. The bridgeless rectifier derived from DC-DC converter as isolated type, which it eliminates the diode bridge at the input side. Also it replaces bidirectional and dual output windings. The dual winding carrier current alternatively based on polarity of input line voltages.
III. BRIDGELESS FLYBACK INVERTER

The bridgeless Fly back Inverter which obtained from DC to AC with 230 V, 50Hz. The method based on continuous conduction mode. During positive half cycle switches S1 is turned ON and the negative half cycle switches S2 is turned OFF to generate the AC output. The inverter the function DC to DC flyback converter in each half cycle. The PWM pulse generated by sine PWM. An LC filter is used to reduce the ripple and improves the efficiency of the system.

Fig. 2 Circuit Diagram of Bridgeless Fly back Rectifier.

When the input voltage Vi is positive, Secondary winding and output diode operates while tertiary winding and diode D2 conducts when Vin is negative. A controller gives same gate pulse for the switches S1 and S2 on primary side.

Fig. 3 Circuit Diagram Of Bridgeless Flyback Inverter.
IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The combination of bridgeless flyback rectifier and the flyback inverter to perform an operation at two modes. In between the flyback converter is used to boost the maximum voltage such as low DC to high DC. EWhere the two modes are described below.

A. Mode 1: During positive half cycle switch S1 is turned ON and the primary current linearly increases and the energy stored in primary side winding of flyback transformer. At that time output capacitor supplies the power to load. When S1 is turned OFF, the stored energy in primary winding of flyback transformer is supplied to the load through D3 and S3.

B. Mode 2: The primary switch S2, diode of S1 conducts so that energy to the load supplied through D2 and S4. The operation same as first mode except primary current. Both magnetization and switching current flows opposite direction.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed circuit is designed for 250W, 220V, 50HZ load and simulated using MATLAB Simulink.
The output voltage and current and the input voltage with the gate pulses are shown in Figure. The flyback converter which is a most attractive solution the isolation gets safe to input side.

VI. CONCLUSION

The proposed circuit design which performs as AC-DC conversion as Bridge less Flyback rectifier, DC-AC conversion as bridgeless flyback CCM Inverter, the above two combines AC-DC-AC converter which it boost the maximum power and get better efficiency of the system. The proposed bridgeless fly back conversion is designed and the output gets verified by using MATLAB Simulink.
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